We consider Boolean functions represented by decision lists, and study their relationships to other classes of Boolean functions. It turns out that the elementary class of 1-decision lists has interesting relationships to independently defined classes such as disguised Horn functions, read-once functions, nested differences of concepts, threshold functions, and 2-monotonic functions. In particular, 1-decision lists coincide with fragments of the mentioned classes. We further investigate the recognition problem for this class, as well as the extension problem in the context of partially defined Boolean functions (pdBfs). We show that finding an extension of a given pdBf in the class of 1-decision lists is possible in linear time. This improves on previous results. Moreover, we present an algorithm for enumerating all such extensions with polynomial delay.
), which has received a lot of attention and was the subject of a number of investigations, eg. [34, 29, 8, 9] . It turns out that this class relates in an interesting way to several other classes of Boolean functions. In particular, it coincides with independently defined semantical and syntactical such classes, as well as with the intersections of other well-known classes of Boolean functions. We find the following characterizations of 
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, the class of nested differences of concepts [21] , where each concept is described by a single term;
, the intersection of the classes of 2-monotonic functions [32] and read-once functions, i.e., functions definable by a formula in which each variable occurs at most once [18, 25, 39, 37] ;
, the intersection of threshold functions (also called linearly separable functions) [32] and read-once functions; and R G P e -, the class of linear read-once functions [12] , i.e., functions represented by a read-once formula such that each binary connective involves at least one literal. The above results give us new insights into the relationships between these classes of functions. Moreover, they provide us with a semantical and syntactical characterization of 1-decision lists in terms of (renamed) Horn functions and read-once formulas. On the other hand, we obtain characterizations of the intersections of well-known classes of Boolean functions in terms of operationally, semantically, and syntactically defined classes of Boolean functions.
As we show, a natural generalization of the results from 1-decision lists to¨-bounded decision lists fails in almost all cases. The single exception is the coincidence with nested differences of concepts, which holds for an appropriate base class generalizing terms. Thus, our results unveil characteristic properties of 1-decision lists and, vices versa, of the intersections of classes of Boolean functions to which they coincide.
Furthermore, we study computational problems on 1-decision lists. We consider recognition from a formula (also called membership problem [20] and representation problem [4, 1] ) and problems in the context of partially defined Boolean functions.
A partially defined Boolean function (pdBf) can be viewed as a pair ¤ u v A a w x of sets u and w of true and false vectors since the teacher knows how the learner proceeds, and vice versa, the learner knows how the teacher generates his sample, called a teaching set in [17] . To prevent "collusion" between the two sides (the target could be simply encoded in the sample), an adversary is allowed to spoil the teaching set by adding further examples.
Our main results on the above issues can be summarized as follows: R Recognizing 1-decision lists from a formula is tractable for a wide class of formulas, including Horn formulas, 2-CNF and 2-DNF, while unsurprisingly intractable in the general case.
R
We point out that the extension problem for G H -I H P is solvable in linear time. This improves on the previous result that the extension problem for G t -I Q P is solvable in polynomial time [34] . As a consequence, a hypothesis consistent with a target function in G t -I Q P on the sample can be generated in linear time. In particular, learning from a (possibly spoiled) teaching sequence is possible in linear time. We obtain as a further result an improvement to [17] , where it is shown that learning a function in G t is the length of a shortest 1-decision list for , is the number of attributes, and the input size is assumed to be s d
. Our algorithm can replace the learning algorithm in [17] , and finds the target in d e f time, i.e., in linear time. We mention that [8] presents the result, somewhat related to [17] , that 1-decision lists with¨alternations (i.e., changes of the output value) are PAC learnable, where the algorithm runs in f time.
We present an algorithm which enumerates all extensions of a pdBf in
G H
-I
H P with polynomial delay. As a corollary, the problems of deciding whether a given set of any examples is a teaching sequence and whether a consistent sample is a teaching sequence are both solvable in polynomial time. Moreover, a small number of different hypotheses (in fact, even up to polynomially many) for the target function can be produced within polynomial time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section provides some preliminaries and fixes notation. In Section 3, we study the relationships of 1-decision lists to other classes of functions. In Section 4, we address the recognition problem from formulas, and in Section 5, we study the extension problem. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Preliminaries
We use . This is an immediate consequence of the next theorem. 
The proof of this proposition is omitted, since we shall prove a more general result at the end of this section in Theorem 3.14, where we also give a characterization of
. Thus, the general learning results in [21] apply in particular to the class of 1-decision lists, and thus also to disguised double Horn functions and linear read-once functions. A function
is threshold (or, linearly separable) if there are weights
, and a threshold
from the reals such that
holds, where × denotes the opposite assignment to × [32] .
The property of -monotonicity and related concepts have been studied under various names in the fields of threshold logic, hypergraph theory and game theory. This property can be seen as an algebraic generalization of the thresholdness. Note that
. We have the following unexpected result. G t
Proof. It is well-known that
G à [32] , where 0 is proper inclusion; moreover, also
has been shown [5, 3] . (Notice that in [12] , the inclusion
was independently shown, using the form (3.2) and proceeding similar as in [3] ; the idea is to give all the variables in © ì the same weight, decreasing by index í , and to assign 9 t 5 a weight so that every term and assignment
, it remains to show that
We claim that any function
can be written either as
where X is a regular read-once function not depending on any
. An easy induction using Theorem 3.4 gives then the desired result and completes the proof.
Since X is read-once, it can be decomposed according to one of the following two cases: , and assume without loss of generality that o y 9 7 . Let 
, and also
for every prime implicant 
Possible generalizations
A generalization of Theorem 3.1 is an interesting issue. In particular, whether for¨-decision lists and read-¨functions, where¨is a constant, similar relationships hold. It appears that this is not the case.
By using a counting argument, one can show that for everyÜT
contains some function which is not expressible by a read-¨formula. In fact, a stronger result can be obtained.
Let for any integer function
the class of Bfs 
Proof. Since all prime implicants of a positive function are positive, 
. Take the logarithm of (3.3) and (3.5) for base 2, and consider the inequality 
contains the complements of the functions in
Proof. We show by induction on
, and that each nested difference
where all 
, where without loss of generality X r I i
. By the induction hypothesis, the tail¯ î
of¯can be represented by a nested difference 
, which is equivalent to n z X l X
; since the complement of any function is represented by the nested difference « ñ m
, we obtain from the already discussed scheme for disjunction that
, we obtain a nested difference of functions in
be any nested difference of functions in
. By the induction hypothesis,
represents a function
It is easy to see that for any
is closed under complementation [34] (replace in a decision list each 5
by µ q 5
to obtain a decision list for the complement function). Hence,
X
is represented by some
, then¯ represents X ; otherwise, the decision list¯
Consequently, the induction statement holds for
. This concludes the proof of the result. 
is not closed under conjunction, and thus, strictly speaking, not an instance of the schema in [21] . A characterization by such an instance is nonetheless possible. Call a subclass 
Proof. By Corollary 3.12 and Lemma 3.13.
ï Thus, nested differences of¨-CNF functions are equivalent to¨-decision lists. Observe that from the proof of this result, linear time mappings between nested differences and equivalent¨-decision do exist. A similar equivalence
does not hold. The reason is that the class of single-term functions is not a base for
, which makes it impossible to rewrite a
The classes of bounded monotone decision lists can be characterized in a similar way. Let 
Thus, in particular, if
denotes the class of negative literals plus , then we obtain the following.
Recognition from a Formula
Recall that the membership problem [20] (also representation problem [4, 1] ) for a class G of Boolean functions is deciding whether a given formula represents a function in G . This problem is also known as the recognition problem, and we call any algorithm solving it a recognition algorithm (for the class G ).
A 1-decision list, and thus also its relatives, can be recognized in polynomial time from formulas of certain classes, which include Horn formulas. The basis for our recognition algorithm is the following lemma:
ï Given a formula , the recognition algorithm proceeds as follows. It picks an index í such that one of (ia)-(id) holds, and then recursively proceeds with s v ä á ae · ç w as in (ii). The important point here is that (ii) implies that a greedy choice of any variable 9 h ì satisfying one of the conditions in (i) is enough, and that no backtracking is needed. The details of the algorithm, which implements this greedy choice stratgey, can be found in [12] . For its time complexity, we obtain the following result. For a formula , let ê ß denote its length, i.e., the number of symbols in . 
From results in [11, 22] , we easily derive the following result.
Proposition 4.5 Deciding if an arbitrary positive i .e., negation-free formula represents a function
Proof. Based on a construction in [22] , it was shown in [11, Theorem 5.7] follows from the result that¨-decision lists are exact learnable with equivalence queries in polynomial time (proved by Nick Littlestone, unpublished; this also derivable from results in [21] and Theorem 3.14), and the result [2] that for classes which are exact learnable in polynomial time with equivalence and membership queries (under minor constraints), the recognition problem is in , it can be seen that the problem is also polynomial; the underlying reason is that the satisfiability problem for 2-CNF formulas is polynomial.
Extension problems
The extension problem for G t -I Q P has already been studied to prove the PAC-learnability of this class. It is known [34] that it is solvable in polynomial time. We point out that the result in [34] [7, 6] , or no linear time algorithms are known.
We describe here an algorithm EXTENSION (see Figure 1 ), which outputs a 1-decision list for an extension of a given pdBf ¤ u A a w
. It uses Lemma 4.1 for the equivalent class G P e -for a recursive extension test. The algorithm is similar to the more general algorithm described in [34] , and also a relative of the algorithm "total recall" in [21] . Informally, it examines the vectors of It is possible to speed up algorithm EXTENSION by using proper data structures so that it runs in linear time. Step 2. else begin
Step 3. 
Q P
Proof. (Sketch) This result can be obtained by using appropriate data structures, in particular doubly linked lists and cross-reference pointers. The data structures assure that the same bit of the input is looked up only few times. We merely sketch the main ideas here; the technical details and an implementationlevel description of the algorithm can be found in [12] .
The set of true vectors, u , is stored as follows (cf. It turns out that our algorithm can be used as a substitute for the learner in the teacher/learner model for G H -I Q P described in [17] . That algorithm is based on the idea to build a decision list by moving an
where o is a literal and an output value, from the beginning of a decision list towards the end if it is recognized that some example is misclassified by this item. Initially, all possible items are at the beginning, and the procedure loops until no misclassification occurs (see [17] for details); it takes d many steps if the input has size d s d
, where
is the length of the shortest decision list for the target.
The method in [17] is somewhat dual to ours, and it is easily seen that the items which remain at the beginning of the list are those whose literals are selectable for decomposition in our algorithm. Thus, by the greedy nature of our algorithm, it constructs from the (possibly spoiled) teaching set as in [17] exactly the target function. This shows that G H -I Q P is an efficiently learnable class; since the teaching set is constructible from the target in linear time, we have that
G H -I
H P is a nontrivial class of optimal order, i.e., linear time for both teaching and learning.
Generating all extensions
A standard generalization of finding one solution to a combinatorial problem is to find all solutions, with particular emphasis on algorithms that enumerate all the solutions one by one (and without repetitions of the same solution), see e.g. [24, 27, 38] . , and thus not all extensions can be computed in polynomial time. However, a procedure which produces the extensions one by one such that the time until the next output occurs is bounded by a polynomial allows one to generate a polynomial number of extensions in polynomial time; in particular, if only polynomially many extensions exist, all of them can be generated in polynomial time. In an application, an extension may be chosen after seeing a polynomial number of possible candidates which can be produced efficiently. In this way, a good extension on a certain criterion can be generated with polynomial time effort, where it is intractable to find the best extension. The enumeration procedure serves here to efficiently generate the search space of all extensions.
For example, finding a shortest extension (in terms of a 1-decision list) of a given pdBf is unsurprisingly NP-hard, as follows from results in [12, 14] . As a simple approximation, the shortest decision list out of a polynomial number of decision lists generated in polynomial time may be chosen. . Thus, regardless of how many (possibly already exponentially many) extensions have already been generated, the next extension will be found within the same time, or it will be recognized that no further extension exists. Such an algorithm is called a polynomial delay algorithm in [24] .
In this section, we present an algorithm for enumerating all extensions of a pdBf in G t -I Q P , with polynomial delay, such that each extension is output only once and that no auxiliary memory is used for storing the extensions already output. Informally, the algorithm is a backtracking procedure similar to EXTENSION that recursively outputs extensions with common prefix in their syntactical representation as 1-DLs. However, a simple realization is prevented by ambiguous representation of the same function through different 1-DLs. There are two sources of ambiguity: 
For example,
is represented by the canonical 1-
It is easy to see that the canonical form amounts to the requirement that in the form (3.1) of equivalent (renamed) linear read-once formulas, the innermost level has at least two literals, and that a canonical 1-DL is thus unique up to permutations of neighbored elements 
@ Â
).
Our algorithm, ALL-EXTENSIONS, is described in Figure 3 . It builds an 1-DL¯step by step from scratch. The expansion of the current list by an element ¤ o g A a
is called a conjunction step (resp., a disjunction step). For efficiency reasons, the algorithm calls functions POSS-
, respectively, which are generic functions for pruning the search space by eliminating branches of the computation which will for sure not lead to a new extension. They are supposed to report "Yes" whenever the current partial 1-DL¯ ) that are appended before the next disjunction step (resp., conjunction step) must be from¯j k and POSS-l which satisfy this property are sound, i.e., they do not prune the search space including a new extension. We note the following result. 
is represented by some5 and different¯5 s represent different extensions.
Proof. The proof by induction on
H is straightforward. It is easy to see that the asserted soundness condition on POSSk and POSS-l guarantees that the algorithm outputs each extension in G t -I
Step 2) eliminates ambiguity (I), i.e., commutativity of logical connectives. Since only canonical -DL are output by the condition on the outputs, different outputs represent different extensions. Proof. Suppose that the current partial 1-DL can be completed to a canonical -DL as in items (i) and (ii) before Proposition 5.4, i.e., POSS2-k is supposed to return "Yes". Then there exists a 1-
representing an extension 
. This means that POSS2- , where
for all extensions of 6 p # inȳ± -³ .
Step 1 Step 2.
of available variable indices and sets of literals
allowed for decomposition.
Output: 1-DLs for all extensions
, and the literal plus operator after
Step 1. (* Expand £ by a conjunction step *) while there is a literal
, is no longer available *)
); end then end while .
Step 2. (* Expand £ by a disjunction step *) while there is a literal
); end then end while . , where
. Output: Boolean ("Yes" or "No").
Step 1. if
contains opposite literals then return "Yes"; /* In this case,
for every 
is generated. The arc from 
. Consequently, it also has an extension 
contains opposite literals and (ii) it contains no opposite literals . In case of (i), the asserted literal selection strategy of ALL-AUX implies that
. By a simple inductive argument, we have at most 
must hold. Similar as in Case (1) 
6
We now complete the proof of the theorem. By Lemma 5.5 (resp., Lemma 5.6), each call of POSS2-k (resp., POSS2-l ) in ALL-AUX takes a w ê 7 
The same bound also applies on the time until the first output of ALL-AUX and until termination after the last output. The bound on the output delay of ALL-EXTENSIONS now follows easily.
ï
We remark that in [13] , involved sound and complete pruning functions REST-EXTk and REST-EXT-l are described, which can be evaluated in a u § 
would be appreciated; as we have shown, intersection with read-¨functions is not apt for this. Moreover, further classes of Boolean functions and fragments of well-known such classes which characterize¨-decision lists would be interesting to know.
Other issues concern computational problems. One is a possible extension of the polynomial-time delay enumeration for 1-decision list extensions to¨-decision lists for°T . While finding a single extension is possible in polynomial time [34] , avoiding multiple output of the same extension is rather difficult, and a straightforward generalization of our algorithm is not at hand. Intuitively, for terms of sizeT c , consensus plays a role and makes checking whether items of a decision list are redundant intractable in general. We may thus expect that in general, no such generalization of our algorithm forÜT . We apply ALL-EXTENSIONS.
Step 1. No output.
Step 2. 
